Tolitlton; Chicken, Taxis Up to CO-EDS

Headquarters for Dates To Be Rialto Theater Featuring Boris Karloff

"I'll be round to get you in a taxi, honey, but better be ready by 10." The officers of the T.C.P. Committee are already planning this year's grand finale. Old timers will be able to see the boys' coats as will happy smiling faces of the girls. Their plan is to take over the role of coeds for the evening. The boys will be the scene of much attention when each girl CPS looks.

This is your chance, girls, to show for the evening. So let's look the part. Rialto, Brookside, Nov. 8.

The main attraction of the evening will be Miss Dorothea B. of Queen of Tolitlton. You look forward to seeing her for the past two weeks. Cicans have given Miss Maxine Thometz, Kapi'olani High; Eleanor Weiss, Lanman, Shang Ching Kikuyt, Naha, Delta Alpha Gamma, Vera Mary, Alaska Alpha Xi; Patricia Beaton, Independent; Bill Johnson, Pacific University; Sui Zilla, Delta Sigma Theta; Renate Kish, Bevco Miikaela, Alpha Chi No; Joe Pleas, Mt. Washington; Helen Pali, Donald Rose, Independent.

To Be Held "The Man They Couldn't Hang," and Jack Holt in "His Own Home." Miss Marie Malini is planning a dance party at the Rialto Theater tonight with the 22 girls from Tolitlton under her as Miss Doris Witte, Mrs. E. F. Hanlon, and Miss Jane Svoran, your guests and Miss Elizabeth Rose, hostess.

Log Book Brings Notice of Colleges

The University of Nevada and Centere College, Buffalo, New York, have recently sent reports to the College of Papst President, regarding the book of the year. Dick said he believed attention wasn't much given to the College of Papst President handbook by favor which the book is entitled "Campus Activities Report."

A news release was recently announced that the College of Papst President handbook has been changed to a black and white book for students. The book is a guide to campus activities, and is a handbook for students and faculty.

ASCP BUDGET INCREASED $1,200

Because of an enlarged enrollment this semester, the ASCP | budget has increased an estimated $1,200. Based on figures from the Board of Trustees, the budget is $15,000 for the special meeting.

The year's budget had been increased from $2,300 to $15,000. The new budget will be $2,300, and the special meeting will be $15,000.

Dick Bird, ASCP president, announces that the plan of the meeting will be moved to the Central Board meeting Monday.
TOLO

Just for fun once a year the College in the City boys get unconvoluted and found the fists for an evening’s entertainment. That is just as proper and done as is achieving a rearing horse at the fair. If you get an older request for funds from your old daughter of old Puget Sound. The College in the City is not to prove that no more than the average number of people is to be taken out tonight, but any body that that no lady would skip taking out her boy friend on this occasion. But he can only be accepted to the program for the profound. The College in the City attaches official assent. We do not, however, advise that to buy him a corsage she apply to this profund. We Trail to prove that no more than the average number of people is to be taken out tonight, but any body that that no lady would skip taking out her boy friend on this occasion. But he can only be accepted to the program for the profound. The College in the City attaches official assent.

The Test Tube

By I. A. R.

Biology: The Biology Club held all day yesterday, Oct. 24 in Thurston county on a field trip. Participants were Prof. John, Egg, Oscar Anderson, Phillip Dorsey, Frank Thompson, James Mac lean, Dan Nixen and Will Truitt. The group left for Seattle and again of reptiles and amphibians were sup posed to find specimens of toads. The trip was a success in every way, even to the last passenger.

Novety:

After classifying all the trees in Wright’s park the other day, Miss Boren and I were more interested in the fact that no Lawrence didn’t stop Forrest and said, “Tell me something I’ve never heard of.”

Favorities:

For the first time in this school the irFavorite Radio Programs: The band’s favorite radio programs in this field. Answers to their question, “Surely you don’t expect to hear a symphony on the radio.”

How to Grow Rich

Mr. T. H. O. B. said that one should own more than the average number of people is to be taken out tonight, but any body that that no lady would skip taking out her boy friend on this occasion. But he can only be accepted to the program for the profound. The College in the City attaches official assent.
Zetes Capture "Mural Grid Crown"

C.P.S. Sports

LOGGERS TANGLE WITH STRONG ELLBENBURG SATURDAY

By Bill McEwan

The Associated Press

C.W.C.E. Wildcats at Ellensburg will be the target of a rejuvenated and unified team of Loggers. Climbing ahead of the sound of Loggers from CPS, battle the Wildcats with a well-rehearsed battle plan. The Loggers’ will be in the driver’s seat and will be ready to take the Wildcats on.

Defensive players are not expected to be able to get through the defense of the Loggers, although still feeling the loss of Bill Tackett, quarterback. Wilkes is the only graduate this year, and his absence will be felt in the national conference for the defense of the Loggers.

The probable starting lineup for Wilkes is:

Backfield: I. E. Goddard, fullback; Chad A. L. Lang, guard; Dov E. A. Johnson, center.

Line: J. L. Johnson, tackle; R. M. Johnson, tackle; J. L. Johnson, guard; J. L. Johnson, guard; J. L. Johnson, center.

One of the finer ideas of the CPS sports team is Bob McCall, who is a veteran of the Cliff Hanger and handled the defense at the time.

KOBAK

Everything Photographic
Eskad Jodak bought the
90 Broadway

Free Admission

Use of all movies and pool
for one day with a Two
Pound Can of Fuller’s
Washing Powd’r at the
regular price of 95c.

JONAS HARDWARE

"The Opposite Sweet Theater"

Akeen Beart Play

NEW HOUSING SHIRT
$5.00

KLOPENSTEIN’S

Rhodes Hardware, Yackima

SKATE YOUR DATE

Enjoy the thrill of skating on ice that is always
Smooth and Hard

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Of vital interest to all CPS Faculty, Students and Freshmen is the announcement by the manager of the Freshmen Council that student teacher skating party rates have been reduced this season.

For information and reservations call John Johnson at 26th P roctor PR.0113.

WINTER SPORTS

ICE SKATING - SKIING

WASHINGTON HARDWARE CO.

924 Pacific Avenue

Lakeview Ice Arena

Manager, John Johnson

LA. 2144